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M E M O R A N D U M  

RE: Oil and Gas Reporting and Disclosure in Selected Countries 

As part of the review of its oil and gas fiscal system, the State of Alaska is exploring 
ways to improve the administration of its ‘net’ based taxes.  Many believe the State is at a 
disadvantage to the oil companies in auditing their compliance as little data are routinely 
provided to the State.  As such, Gaffney, Cline and Associates (GCA) has been asked to 
prepare a brief overview of how the acquisition, distribution and publication of oil company data 
are handled in other oil and gas producing regimes. 

SUMMARY 

Provision by oil companies to host governments of detailed information pertaining to 
petroleum licenses and activities thereunder is routine around the world, usually as a condition 
of the license or contract under which the petroleum rights are granted.  Certain data, including 
costs, may also be required (or covered, as well) by fiscal regulations governing different forms 
of taxation beyond general income tax provisions. 

The information normally required to be provided encompasses the range from physical 
samples to activity plans and operating and financial data.  The form of provision may vary, but 
formats consistent with electronic data exchange are developed for certain information.  Where 
provided, data are generally at a well or field level of granularity. 

Data provision is governed by various different confidentiality provisions, although 
sharing between different state/government entities appears more the standard than the 
exception.  Basic geologic data are held confidential for periods of 2-5 years; although in some 
circumstances this may be as long as 10 years. 

Data on fields under development and producing fields tend to either be released 
straight away, or are only released in aggregate form.  For the most part, detailed data are only 
released on historical field or well production.  Historical capital and operating cost data tend to 
be aggregated by country for disclosure, on an annual historical basis. 

Limited amounts of data are also provided on a forecast basis.  This is mixed between 
aggregated data and field-level data.  Most of the field data so offered is reserves, but Denmark 
actually reports capital expenditure forecasts by field.  No published forecast operating cost data 
has been identified. 

Field data are typically submitted pursuant to two time-based criteria: at the time field 
exploration, appraisal or development plans are submitted, or a major revision to those plans is 
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incorporated, and on an annual basis for tracking and monitoring.  Typically both situations will 
include production, capital and operating costs. 

In its overview of reporting, GCA focused its efforts on reviewing practice in the 
petroleum producing countries of the North Sea, Canada, and Timor-Leste (where GCA recently 
assisted in the drafting of the Petroleum Act, the Petroleum Fiscal Act and associated 
regulations, drawing on “best practice” from around the world), although selected other 
examples are also included. 

Considerable additional detail is available from websites and publications that go beyond 
the overview here, and should be studied further before detailed laws and regulations are 
drafted in Alaska. 

DISCUSSION 

Ownership of Data 

Bar very minor exceptions, it is only in the United States that private entities own mineral 
rights.  In Alaska, the state owns the rights to minerals making it similar to all other international 
locations. 

States then lease or grant those rights to petroleum companies for a period of time either 
via a license, concession, service agreement or production sharing agreement.  In exchange for 
receiving the rights to exploit (the state’s) hydrocarbon resources, the oil companies are 
routinely obligated to provide the state with most, if not all, of the data related to their petroleum 
operations.  The legislation, regulations and contracts in most countries specify quite clearly that 
the state owns all data obtained or produced as part of petroleum operations. 

Timor-Leste shall have title to all data and information, whether raw, derived, processed, 
interpreted or analysed, obtained pursuant to any Authorisation. 

Some countries even go so far as to require that physical data, such as reservoir cores, 
are kept in-country at a state controlled facility.   

Data and information acquired during the course of Petroleum Operations may be freely 
exported by Authorised Persons provided that the Ministry may require that an original, 
or in the case of a core, rock, fluid or other physical sample, a usable portion of the 
original, of all data and information, both physical and electronic, be kept in Timor-
Leste. 

Submission of Data 

A variety of regulations usually stipulate the manner in which data are to be transmitted 
to the state.  Physical data, such as cores or fluid samples, are packaged and labeled for long 
term storage.  These are shipped to a facility designated by the state.   

Other data, such as seismic, logs, production and costs, are supplied in two forms.  First, 
the data are generally presented in the form of a routine report required by regulation.  Reports 
are generally submitted in a non-editable format to ensure their integrity.  Second, all data are 
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supplied in their ‘raw’ format, usually electronically, in a fully usable and editable format.  
Regulations sometimes prescribe how this is to be done.   

Material and information which the licensee, operator, contractor etc. possesses or 
prepares in connection with planning and implementation of petroleum activities 
pursuant to this Act shall be available in Norway and may be required to be submitted 
free of charge to the Ministry or to anyone designated by the Ministry. Such material and 
information shall be submitted in a format decided by the Ministry to the extent this is 
deemed reasonable. In this connection, the Ministry may also require analyses and 
studies to be carried out. 

Types of Data 

As noted earlier, most states maintain ownership to all data acquired in the course of 
petroleum operations.  This data is then supplied to the state.  The amount of data coming in is 
not inconsequential and can add up fast. 

Appendix I is a list of the types of data typically supplied to the state.  It is by no means 
exhaustive or complete but is meant to be a representation of what is available. 

Once obtained, information may be designated as confidential or commercially sensitive.  
Depending on the nature of the data, it may be kept confidential for a period of time, usually 5 to 
10 years. 

Data Type Data Acquisition 
Entity Concessionaire 

Seismic data 10 years 5 years 
Magneto metric / Gravimetric data 10 years 5 years 
Geochemical data 10 years 5 years 
Well data 2 years 2 years 
Example shown is from Brazil 

Publication and Public Access 

There is some variance in what a state chooses or is allowed to publish.  The World 
Bank-led initiative on transparency (the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative) has many 
countries rethinking their approach, but for the most part, countries still tend to keep most data 
confidential or aggregated at a level so as to prevent any identification of individual pieces. 

There are a couple of exceptions.  Timor-Leste recently passed legislation that is 
probably the most transparent of any government.  By law the energy ministry in Timor-Leste is 
obligated to publish or make available to the public: 

(i) copies of all Authorisations and amendments thereto, whether or not terminated; 
(ii) copies of all unitisation agreements;  
(iii) summaries of Authorisations (and amendments thereto, whether or not 

terminated) and unitisation agreements; 
(iv) approved Development Plans; 
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(v) all assignments and other dealings consented to in respect of Authorisations, 
subject to commercial confidence as to the commercial terms; 

(vi) all exemptions granted from, or agreeing to a variation or suspension of, the 
conditions of an Authorization; 

(vii) all such reports from companies acting in compliance with requirements under 
the Act and Authorisations in such manner and detail as required by their 
Authorisation and as provided by regulation; and 

(viii) all such reports by Authorised Persons on payments relating to Petroleum 
Operations made to the Government of Timor-Leste as are required by law. 

The last item makes public all data (i.e. production rates, capital and operating costs) 
related to the calculation of royalty, production share and profit oil. 

Brazil, in an indirect manner, provides the means by which a knowledgeable person can 
ascertain the operating costs per company per field.   

The Brazilian petroleum regulatory agency displays regularly in its web site price, 
production, royalties and windfall profit tax on a field-by-field basis. Based on this it is 
possible to assess, indirectly, the production cost of a given field. Once the windfall profit 
tax is known it is possible to calculate the taxable basis. By deducting the taxable basis 
from gross revenue minus royalties, the balance is total costs (capital plus operating). 

North Sea Countries’ Reporting 

All four of the key North Sea jurisdictions (United Kingdom (UK), Norway, Denmark and 
Netherlands) have regulations and practices requiring companies to disclose information on a 
detailed basis.  This information includes well and seismic data, plus detailed development 
plans / updates including production, capital and operating cost forecasts and annual updates / 
forecasts of the same information. 

While the information is supplied by the companies on a detailed, field-by-field (or where 
required, well-by-well) basis, public reporting is much less detailed.  Typically data will be 
aggregated on a country-wide basis, although in some cases life-of-field numbers (reserves, 
costs) may be reported.  The main exception to this is historical production data, which is 
generally available on a detailed basis. 

Costs reported for regulatory purposes are typically at a field level, and exclude 
overheads and other non-field allocated costs.  Such costs would typically be incorporated in tax 
filings, and be governed by taxpayer confidentiality. 

While not official government data, all North Sea countries have had available very good 
subscription-service data on a field-by-field basis.  The services typically include full annual 
historic and forecast production, capital and operating cost data, and field economics.  While the 
data sources incorporate all official public releases (from the state to official company 
publications), they also benefit from “guidance” from the companies themselves.  In the latter 
cases, while not wanting to warrant data or even acknowledge its release, the companies find it 
useful to see that it is reasonable as they themselves are consumers of the data sets on fields in 
which they do not have an interest. 
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The impact of these services is such that they are relied on heavily by investors and 
planners alike.  While no substitute for official data, they have proven to be a significant driver of 
activity whereby new players can gain a good understanding of participants, the nature of oil 
and gas fields, and costs prior to entering an area. 

Availability of such reporting has now spread to several countries in the world, although 
the accuracy of data may be variable from country to country, and subject to local 
considerations regarding allowing data release. 

UK 

The UK has significant regulations covering requirements for the provision of data.  This 
is captured at a field level, both at the time of a Field Development Plan submission (and major 
revision), plus on an annual or semi-annual survey basis.  While collected by the Department of 
Trade and Industry (DTI), and shared amongst Crown (Government) bodies, disclosure is more 
limited. 

Detailed information is made publicly available on well / field production data.  However, 
both cost (capital and operating) and fiscal (tax and royalty receipts) are disclosed only on an 
aggregate basis.  There are some exceptions where detailed data is provided to persons or 
commercial organizations undertaking studies for Government bodies; however these are 
provided under conditions of confidentiality and the underlying detail is not disclosed in the final 
report. 

Supplementary detail provided in Appendix II shows the regulations and format of 
information provision, and examples of disclosure (with the actual numbers generally being 
available in tabular format as well). 

Denmark 

Denmark receives detailed field-by-field production and cost data on an annual basis, 
although it has not standardized reporting by operator, reflecting principally that it only has five 
operators in the country. 

Public disclosure and reporting provides a mix of detail.  Country summaries of historic and 
forecast data are provided, but so is investment detail on a field by field basis, (See Appendix 
III). 

In addition, though, field by field summaries are provided which provide a good 
background on historic, though limited future data. 

Operating costs, on the other hand, are only reported on an aggregate basis. 

Norway 

Norway requires operators to provide detailed field production, capital and operating cost 
forecasts as part of a development plan, and on an annual basis.  Operators are required to 
submit detailed production and cost forecasts each year in spreadsheet form to the Norwegian 
Petroleum Directorate (NPD) (See Appendix IV). 
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Each year the NPD will produce a long report on operations on the Norwegian 
Continental Shelf, with a lot of production and cost data provided in aggregate form.  In addition, 
however, field summaries are also provided showing reserves and capital (expected total and 
remaining) for both producing fields and fields in development. No annual-time series is 
available, although analysis of several years’ reports will allow a historic time-series to be 
developed on a field-by-field basis. 

Operating cost data is available only on a consolidated basis, as are statistics on 
government revenues from royalties and taxes. 

Netherlands 

The Netherlands publishes similar information to the other North Sea countries with 
regard to production data, although it tends to aggregate it on a license basis, thereby covering 
possibly several fields rather than a single field.  Resource estimates are published with an 
onshore/offshore split, but not at a field or license detail level. 

Historical fiscal revenues are detailed, but no cost information is readily discernable. 

Such information is provided to EBN, a state-owned oil and gas company that is a 
partner in all oil ad gas licenses.  However, detailed information of all types is considered 
commercially confidential and not disclosed publicly. 

Canada (Nova Scotia and Newfoundland-Labrador) 

Canada divides jurisdiction for oil and gas between the Provinces and Federal 
government.  The Western Provinces of Alberta, British Colombia and Saskatchewan each 
administer their own regimes, while Frontier Lands and the Maritimes operate jointly with the 
Federal government. 

Nova Scotia and Newfoundland-Labrador have similar, though separate, regimes with 
many common provisions, operating under join boards (Canada-Nova Scotia Offshore 
Petroleum Board, and Canada Newfoundland-Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board). 

The Provinces have strict hard-copy and electronic formatting requirements for all 
technical data submissions.  Detailed by field production reports are filed (and disclosed on a 
monthly basis) in addition to a weekly progress report of all activities in licensed areas. 

The Provinces’ Petroleum Boards are required to conduct a Public Review of the 
Development unless the Board determines a review is not necessary in the public interest.  The 
guidelines for the contents of the Development Plan are relatively comprehensive. 

An example of the information disclosure from the proposed development plan for Nova 
Scotia’s Deep Panuke field that is currently under consideration, and providing production 
forecasts and indicative costs, is shown in Appendix V.  Similar disclosure was made previously 
for the Sable Island Gas Project. 

An example of the data disclosure requirements in Newfoundland-Labrador is given in 
Appendix VI. 
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In addition to the comprehensive submission and disclosure requirements for the 
development plan, both Atlantic Canada Provinces mandate public disclosure of all well and 
geological data after specified periods between 2 and 5 years depending on the type of 
information. 

Attachments 
Appendices I: Types of Data 
  II: UK Detail 
  III: Denmark Detail 
  IV: Norway Detail 
  V: Nova Scotia Detail 
  VI: Newfoundland-Labrador Detail 
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Appendix I: 
 

Types of Data 
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TYPES OF DATA 

 EXPLORATION AND APPRAISAL 
 Joint Operating Agreements 
 Work Programs and Budgets 
 Seismic 
 Daily Drilling Reports 
 Logs 
 Well tests 
 Geological Models and Maps 

 DEVELOPMENT 
 Development Plans with Opex and Capex Projections 
 Contracts 
 Construction Progress Reports 
 Drilling Reports 
 Reservoir Characterization 

 PRODUCTION 
 Work Programs and Budgets 
 Sales, Revenues and Pricing 
 Transportation Agreements 
 Sales Contracts 
 Production 
 Injection 
 Opex (as spent and forecast) 
 Capex (as spent and forecast) 
 Facility Maps and Studies 
 Safety and Environmental reports 
 Training and Development 

 ABANDONMENT 
 Abandonment Plan and Budget 
 Progress Reports 
 Environmental Clean-up Assessment 
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Appendix II: 
 

UK Detail 
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Example of spreadsheet form of data to be submitted with Field Development Plan or update. 

 

Field Name: Operator: Company contact: Date: Please indicate barrel:tonne and scf:therm conversion factors
Well No: Contact details : Oil

Type of development: NGL
Discovery date: Gas
Depth:

Costs £ million (constant 2007 prices) TARIFFS

Production Sales Other oil/gas uses CAPEX

Year
Oil 000 
tonnes

NGLs 
000 

tonnes

Gas 
million 
therms

Oil 000 
tonnes

NGLs 
000 

tonnes

Gas 
million 
therms

Gas 
Flaring 
million 
therms

Re-
injection 

million 
therms

Fuel use 
000 

tonnes

Other oil/gas 
usage apart 

from sales 
(please 
specify)

Exploration 
and Appraisal 

Drilling

Development 
Drilling 

expenditure
Other Capital 

expenditure

Operating 
expenditure 

(excluding tariff 
payments and 

lease costs)
Lease Costs 
(FPSOs etc)

Decommisioning 
Costs Oil £/tonne NGL £/tonne Gas  p/therm

Tariff 
payment to 

third parties £ 
million

Tariff receipts 
from old fields 

£ million

Tariff 
receipts 

new fields 
£ million

Previous spend 1997
Previous spend 1998
Previous spend 1999
Previous spend 2000
Previous spend 2001
Previous spend 2002
Previous spend 2003
Previous spend 2004
Previous spend 2005
Previous spend 2006

Already committed in 2007
other 2007

2008
2009
2030
2031

TOTAL

List Licensees and give % 
holding within field Gas Contract information:

Premium/discount to Brent Crude:
EXPORT ROUTE Please indicate using plus or minus $ per barrel or p/therm

Oil
NGL Notes:
Gas

OPEX

CONVERSION FACTOR

Tariff Expenditure/Income

Once complete please send to field team coordinator by email  
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Appendix III: 
 

Denmark Detail 
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Appendix IV: 
 

Norway Detail 
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Appendix V: 
 

Nova Scotia Detail 

(from Deep Panuke Development Plan) 
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Appendix VI: 
 

Newfoundland-Labrador Detail 
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